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Present:

Senators Appel-CH, Kibbie-VC, Feenstra-RM, Behn, Black, Courtney, Danielson, Dearden,
Hartsuch, Hatch, Horn, Jochum, Seymour, Sodders, Wieck

Absent:

None

Excused:

None

The meeting of the State Government Committee was called to order by Chair
Senator Staci Appel at 9:05 AM. Attendance was recorded as Senators arrived;
all were present. The Republicans requested caucus and the meeting was
declared at ease at 9:10 and reconvened at 9:30AM.
SSB 3210 was presented by Senator Danielson; his committee with Senators Appel
and Hartsuch all signing, and the report was accepted by Chair Senator Appel.
Amendment 1006 was introduced and discussed and passed unanimously on short
form vote. SSB 3210 as amended was discussed and passed on short form with
Senators Behn, Wieck, Hartsuch and Seymour requesting to be recorded as 'no'
votes. SSB 321 passed to the floor as a committee bill under the Rule of 40.
SF 2141 was presented by Senator Danielson; his committee of Senators Courtney
and Hartsuch with Senator Hartsuch declining to sign, and the report was
accepted by Chair Senator Appel. After discussion, a short form vote was
called for and the bill passed with Senators Feenstra, Behn, Hartsuch, Seymour
and Wieck requesting to be recorded as 'no' votes. SF 2141 carried to the
floor as a committee bill.
SSB 3066 was presented by Senator Danielson with his committee of Senators
Behn and Black recommending passage. The committee report was accepted by
Senator Appel. Amendment 614 was presented and passed on a short form vote
with all Senators voting 'yes.' SSB 3066 as amended passed on short form with
all Senators voting 'yes' and passed to the floor as a committee bill under
the Rule of 40.
SSB 3004 with Senator Jochum was presented with her committee of Senators Horn
and Wieck with Senator Wieck declining to sign. Chair Senator Appel accepted
the committee report. Amendment 837 was presented and after discussion was
passed on short form with Senators Feenstra, Wieck, Behn, Seymour and Hartsuch
requesting to be recorded as a 'no' vote. SSB 3004 as amended passed on short
form with Senators Feenstra, Wieck, Behn, Seymour and Hartsuch requesting to
be recorded as a 'no' vote. The bill passed as a committee vote to the floor
under the Rule of 40.
SF 2262 with Senator Hatch was presented, with his committee of Senators
Courtney and Hartsuch with Senator Hartsuch declining to sign. The committee
report was accepted by Senator Appel. After discussion, the bill was
recommended for passage without recommendation under short form vote with
Senators Hartsuch, Behn and Wieck requesting to be recorded as 'no' votes.
Senator Jochum moved that the meeting arise at 10:20AM.
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